
CASH DRAWERS AND 
POS SAFES
Brand: Safescan
Model:  HD-4142
Color: Black
Article: 121-0566
EAN: 8717496335722

Like all the products in our HD series, the 4142 cash drawer is made of tough, rugged materials. Its thick-gauge steel casing and shatterproof PVC tray 

are designed to withstand constant operation: perfect for high-traffic retail venues such as restaurants, bars and gas stations. This heavy-duty cash 

drawer is ideal for use in high volume retail environments, bars, restaurants and gas stations. Featuring a metal casing, an extra solid telescopic sliding 

mechanism with ball bearings and a strong pvc drawer tray, the Safescan HD-4142 has been tested to last for at least 2 million open/close cycles.

HEAVY-DUTY CASH DRAWER
HD-4142

TOP-OF-THE-LINE STRENGTH AND DURABILITY FOR HIGH-VOLUME ENVIRONMENTS

Dimensions: A: 41.5 cm - B: 42. 5 cm - C: 13 
cm

Removable tray for 8 different coins With 3-position lock (locked, stand-by and 
open)

- Dimensions: 41.5 cm (W) x 42.5 cm (D) x 13 cm (H)

- Extra strong telescopic sliders

- Tested for at least 2 million openings

- Electrical and key opening

- Adjustable and removable tray and coin cups

- 8 bill / 8 coin lay-out

- Media slot for storage of large denominations and value papers

- Compatible with cash registers with RJ12 port (12V)

- Microswitch to detect open or closed status of the cash drawer

- Extra strong 3-position lock (locked, stand-by and open)
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WARRANTY
- 3 years   

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

-  Material  Steel casing / Plastic innertray

- Media slot  Yes

- Security lock  1

- Inner tray  Yes

- Coin compartments  8

- Note compartments  8

- Power  12V

- Power cable  RJ12

- Dimensions product (lxwxh) 41.5 x 42.5 x 13.0 cm 

- Weight product  11.2 kg

- Dimensions retailbox (lxwxh)  48.0 x 47.0 x 19.0 cm

- Certifications / compliancies  CE, RoHS, REACH

PACKAGE CONTENTS
- Safescan HD-4142

- 2 piece key set

- Removable trays and coin cups


